MUSIKON

The Musikon Portable Talking Picture Outfit
closed ready for transport.

THE MUSIKON PORTABLE
TALKING PICTURE OUTFIT
0
Equipped with the famous Will Day Sound Head. IÊIHO :
The most accessible and reliable Portable Talking Picture Outfit ever
produced. The essential features being :.—
Extreme portability.
Huge volume of tone.
Clear delivery without mush and distortion.
Low price and freedom from upkeep charges.

Sole Producers:

MUSIKON LTD.,

17 Lisle Street, Leicester Square, London, W.C. 2.
Telegrams: 41 Titles, Westrand."

BIDDLES LTD.,

Telephone : 4476 (3 lines).

PRINTERS,

GUILDFORD.

THE MUSIKON TALKING
PICTURE OUTFIT.
Fitted with the famous WILL DAY SOUND HEAD
Patent No. 351520.

machine itself by a very simple mechanical device.

The Will Day

sound head is fitted just in front of the projector, and to bring it
into use the ordinary filijn feed loop is increased by a few inches and
threaded through the sbund head gate and back to the re-wind
sprocket in the usual manner.

The exciter lamp is carried in the

cavity beneath the projector.

The pack or first stage amplifier is

also contained in the same compartment, thus it will be seen how
accessible every portion of the instrument has been arranged, and
how readily the uninitiated could master the functioning of the whole
apparatus.

HIS famous Talkie outfit will undoubtedly supply a
long-felt want for use in schools and colleges.

For

educational purposes it offers one of the best mediums
ever devised,

being simple in

operation, and any

teacher could readily learn to manipulate the apparatus in a very
few lessons.
For propaganda work it is a valuable medium, and allows
of any firm's productions being shown in the best possible and most
The complete outfit consists of: —

interesting manner.
As an entertainment factor it is unrivalled, and a complete
entertainment with Talking Pictures and their accompanying music
and sound, can be given within a few minutes in any suitable room,
the outfit having sufficient volume to fill a hall capable of seating
500 persons.

ONE Sound-proof Metal Cover.
ONE Main Amplifier and One Pack.
ONE Set Flexible Cables.
ONE Loud Speaker.

The standard apparatus consists of a Jackie-Debrie
self-contained projector working from a main supply.

portable

The light is

derived from a half-watt lamp, a cooling fan is fitted, and the machine
is motor driven.

ONE Jackie-Debrie Projector with High Power Lamp,
Motor and Will Day Sound Head. (Pat. No. 351520)

After showing, the films are re-wound on the

Price complete

-

- £325 : 0 : 0

Musikon Portable Talking Picture Outfit
<8>
Demonstrations
given daily in
our Showrooms

A really reliable and
Portable Talking
Picture Outfit

<8>

<8>

The Will Day Sound Head with Dual Exciter Lamps and Switch Lamps and Switch-over Device.

Pat. No. 351520.

MUSIKON LTD.
WILL DAY, F.R.P.S., F.R.S.A. Telephone:
GERRARD
4476 (three lines).

Mang. Director

17 LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQUARE,
LONDON - - W.C.2.

Telegrams:
"TITLES,
WESTRAND,

LONDON.

